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To THK SKOOND EDITION.

The rapid sale of the first english edition of Schneiders Practical ahd Theoretical

Or--. i ii School affords the surest guarantee that the work has been acceptable to a British

Public.

The pedal exercises here laid down possess one considerable advantage over all the otbei

works hitherto published in Germany_ viz. that instead of being merely simple basses

laid down for the practitioner, the greater part of them have an accompaniment for the

manuals superadded, thereby relieving the monotony which must unavoidably result from
a scries of mere pedal exercises. .

These exercises are for a (' organ, and they have been suffered to remain without air

iteration on account of the numerous instances that have lately occurred of instruments

having beenlniilt upon this principle: the rapid development, indeed, of a classical taste

in England, warrants the anticipation that the C organ will be universally adopted; for

upon the G organ, the magnificent works of Bach, Mendelssohn Ktc cannot possibly be

executed with their true effect. The German tablature, which the author of this work

has adopted in many places, is thus explained . The series of seven notes begin

uing at C, "(gj EEthe Germans call the great octave expressed by capital letters.The

next series beginning at^r~ the gmall octave, which is expressed by small letters .-the

next series beginning at 'Va: '-== has a small stroke over each letter thus, c, and is calll

the once-marked octave the next series beginning at=2Er*= : is twice marked, c: ami the

one beginning at
~jj|*"+ ^is thrice marked, c , All notes below the frn-nt octave are marked w ith

double capitals . v
That part which treats of the mechanical construction of an organ, has been omittetl in the

second edition. by this means the price has been brought more within the means of the gene
ral purchaser. \Vithrespect to the old ecclesiastical modes alluded to in theThirdPart

of this work, some explanatory remarks maybe necessary. What are called the ancient eo

.-clesiastical modes, arise out of the different dispositions of the diatonic scale'.when anyone
of the notes of it are considered as the key note ofa diatonic octave,without the introduction of any

sharp orflati and these different modes were named after some of the Grecian provinces:. thus if I)

i^ called the fcolia'n an<! appears to be the same which Mr. Schneider calls the Hyper-phrvgiaivthis
is <(iii\alcnt to our descending scale of A minor. B was not considered as a mode, as it din not natu-

-^r.illy
bear a perfect fifth; and Cwas called the Ionian,which is the sameasourCmaior.They were

also called in the order in which they were placed- I), the Dorianwasthe first; E. tne Phrygian.! he

ind Ac. The above is necessarily a brief and imperfect account of the modes, thosewho wish
for farther information on the subject are referred to the late Mr. Roll man's masterly Kssay
<.n Musical Harmony.
The chorals introduced in this work, as examples of fingering and of the modes, may also *> t

-

studied \vith advantage, for the beautiful manner in which their harmonies are distributer! ,md

it \M-re much to be wished, that the alternate open and close harmony in use among the Germ m
vrit-rs hud been adopted by those who heretofore harmonized the English psalm tunes inxfi-.ul

of the practice of writing three notes for the right hand and one for the left, which is the

m inner in which those fine old compositions have usually been treated.
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SCHNEIDER'S ORGAN SCHOOL.

INTRODUCTION.

WITH GENERAL REMARKS RESPECTING THE JUDICIOUS MANAGEMENT OF THE ORGAN.

The Org-an is the greatest , the richest, the most powerful, and, as regards its

mechanical construction ,
the most complicated of all musical instruments. As the

tones of the org-an , like those of wind instruments, are produced by the admission

of air into the pipes by means of the bellows , the org'an is, in this respect ,
to be con-

sidered as an assembiag-e of wind instruments, which appears to be greater or less

according* to the number of stops (each of which may be considered as a wind in-

strument of itself.) It combines within itself the characters of almost all wind in-

struments and surpasses them in the extent of the rang-e of its tones.

The musico- mechanical management of the org'an is effected by means of

the sets of keys. By their means this g-iant instrument obtains this advantage

over all keyed instruments viz: that one person can produce melody and har-

mony in infinite combinations. Besides which, in order to g-ive still g-reater scope

fo,and to add to the richness of the effect, there is a particular set of keys for

the bass notes (the pedals,) which are played with the feet, so that both hands

can be devoted to the upper sets of keys (the manuals;) of which there are, in

most org-ans, two, and in larg-er ones three, and even four.

The org'an is consecrated to the sanctuary and to sacred music; and is in-

tended to be subservient to the edification of a cong-reg-ation assembled
I
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for divine worship; to support and to accompany, in a proper manner, -the

sing-ing-; and to be instrumental in promoting- a devotional frame of mind and the

edification of the soul, and its elevation above every thing- earthly, to the rnnfem-

.plation of thing's invisible and divine; a noble object, which can only be attained

. by a style of performance suited to the holiness of the place and the sacredness

of the subjects. The proper manag-ement of this sublime instrument can induce

a devotional spirit and an elevation of mind in the scientific hearer, as Bellas in

any individual of feeling-. The sound of the org-an is able to insinuate itself by mild

and tender tones, and then the mind is filled with the pious tranquility of filial de-

motion, but it can also elevate itself to majesty and pomp, and peal and roll like

storm and thunder, and then it elevates our hearts with sublime emotions.
\Vhilst most other instruments can only express individual feeling's, this king-ly

instrument can produce a variety of emotions. The org-an alone can best fill

with its tones the lofty vaults of the vast cathedral, support the sing-ing- of

larg-e congregations, and , by its power, operate upon the relig-iotis feeling's.

The following- three thing's 1st, the proper and peculiar character of the instru-

ment; 2dly, its desig-n; ajid Srdly. the extent of space which it may have to fill

determine the manner in which it should be eng-ag-ed most judiciously in all these

respects; and all the following- more detailed directions will of necessity h< based

upon these fundamental considerations.

From the continuous sound peculiar to the org-an, the melodious prog-res.
_sion of one part can be distinguished in uninterrupted succession ; and conse-

quently, in a composition of several parts, the progression of each part may be

strictly followed: a Ifgoto style is the best mode of fully developing- its sustained

tone. Quick runs, rapid arpeg-g-ios, passag-ft* of execution,or several staccato

chords one after another, are not well adapted for the org-an; they are not in cha-

.racter with the hig-her objects of the instrument, and injure the distinctness of

the performance in a larg-e building*, where the sound requires time to be-

come perfect.

Simple t grand mflody .combined of conre with tiiitably powerful harmony. ron -

t-ryed to the ear with clearnett and ditfindnrt* nf e.rerution , constitute the princi-

pal features of an appropriate use of the org-an, to the developement of which the

course of this work is intended to lead.

The g-eneral musical elementary knowledge, such as an acquaintance with

the Notes, Time, Sec. is assumed, as likewise some practice in pianoforte playing-;

for althoug-h the treatment of the org-an is quite different to the pianoforte, yet

the .pianoforte player, when he proceed* to the org-an, bring-s with him a rea<

mechanical use of the fing-ers, a knowledg-e of fing-ering- the notes, A-c.frc.

which are equally applicable to org-an playing
1
.
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JP1HST FART.

THE MKCHAN1CAL PART OF ORGAN PLAYING.

CHAPTER i.

PRE L TM IN \RY INFORMATION.

1. The tones of the organ are produced by pressing- down keys similar in arrangement

to those of the piano-forte, in sets of
;r
r.-ater or less compass. The sets of keys for the

hand are called the Manuals; the set tor the feet, the Pedals.

$2. The compass of the Manuals is not so great as that of the piano-forte of the present

day; most ha\e a compass of four octaves from C to c; in some old OrgmsthelowestClis wanting*..

In many Knglish Organs the compass extends from GG to e and sometimes to f .

Som' organs ofan old date, have what are called short octaves, inwhieh CC #, L)l)tt, and also

FF$,am! CCtf are wanting; some which begin at EE but these have fallen into disuse.

.3. When an organ has several rows of keys they are all of equal compass, and lie above one

another, each a key's length farther back . Note. In England, usually, if there be two rows

of keys, the lower row is the great org;in. and the upper row is called the swell, which generally

is not of equal compass with the low i-r row . When there are three rows of keys, the arrange

-ment is the same as the German orgi ns, except that the upper row is the swell, the compass

of which varies in different organs: in old instruments it seldom extends further downwards

than G fourth space in the bass; but in modern organs it is carried to F, El, and r below, and in

some cases to gamut G. In the sv\eli,uie effect of a crescendo is projduced by enclosing the

pipes in y box furnished with a sliding shutter, which is raised by a Pedal; this has been con=

= siderably improved by the introduction of what is called theVenetian swell which is a num-

=ber of pieces of wood placed horizontally one above another,and moving upon a centre, are

opened by pressingdown a pedal on the right hand side ofthe performer. The great adva?Uage

of this improvement is,that a.fortando can beproduced which is not so easily effected by the old

method _ ED. One of the manuals is called the great organ (Haupt-manual:) when there are two

rows of keys.it is usually the lower one; the other is called the upper manual (Obermanual >; where

there are three rows of keys,the great organ is in the middle,the upper manual above it, and

the choir organ (Untermanual) below it. Bymeans of the couplers, all the rows ofkeys can be

connected together in. such a manner, that by playing upon one row of keysfgenerally the great

organ), the corresponding keys of the manual which hasbeen coupled to it
3
are pressed down at

the same time. It is necessary to observe that lh,e keys be not held down upon the other

SCHNEIDER'. Org-an School .
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manual during- the coupling- the additional manual. otherwise the notes mi fit k< >

|>
on

sounding-, and the mechanism of the coupler be put out of order.

1. Pedal Keys for the feet should extend fromiSi E to agp: two octaves and a tli i rd.

It would be well to have the Pedal Keys so made, even if the pipes to be spoken are

in hig-her octaves ._ Many organs built formerly vary considerably from this compass

of the pedal keys, going- down only to GG.consisting of one octave and half ice. Ike.

.5. The tones of the organ are produced by the passing of wind into the pipes.The

wind is conducted by means of wind-trunks from the bellows into the wind-<?hest: by

pressing- down the keys, the valve or pallet, over which the pipes belonging to any yivr

3en note are placed, are drawn up, and by that means the air contained in the wind

chest is admitted into the pipes belonging to any given note.

6. An organ has several stops (or rows of pipes) by which it is possible forsever*' notes

to be sounded together by pressing down one key. In order that it maybe at the option
m

of the performer whether he will have more or fewer stops sounding together.the stop

(or register; handles are placed on both sides ,-f the rows of keys. By drawing-out any par^

= ticular handle he causes the pipes of the stp marked upon it to sound for all thenotesof

its compass.

7. If a stop contain a pipe for every key, then it is called a whole or perfect stop; but

some stops only give notes for about the half of the row of the keys. H'hen the notes

of the stop commence with - r or jP
'- such a stop is called a half or imperfrct stop

for example, many flute stops, some of the reed work, as vox humana, cornet.

H. Some stops do not proceed from the same fundamental tone, though indeed from the

same key. Those stops which exactly represent the pitch of the tones ofour keyed in=

rstruments, and of singing voices, that is to say, in which the double C sounds just as

low, and the middle Cjust as high as the pianforte, and is sung by voices, are called

* feet stops, because an open pipe which shall give the double C must be 8 feet long.

In 4- feet stops all the notes sound an octave higher; in i-feet stops two octaves hifh

-er: in 16-feet stops all the notes sound an octave lower. There are also some stops

which give the fifth,- for example, fifth 6-feet, .* feet, l foot: and others again in

vthich several pipes are assigned to each note,- for example, mixtures, 3,4. am) <> r.

cornet .? <v t ranks.

,,,
^



T A B L E

Of the Stopt which differfrom each other with respect to their pitch, according to the true sound

which they producefor any given key.

\Vhen the following- keys are struck. /gy
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$<>. \%itli respect t the distribution of the different stops.it is generally the cast ilia I

in an onfall with several manuals, more stops are assigned to one manual than to

Bother; and indeed those stops which, on account of their nature, are tin- Mostpowerful.
it is in consequence of this the manual which has these principal stops is called

(llaii[>tinanual) great organ. Inmost organs with two rows of keys, this is the under

manual-, in organs with three rows of keyjt.it is mostly, and most conveniently the in id -

-die row. The most powerful and the deepest stops are of course assigned to the pedals.

In many English organs the pedals only pull down the keys of the manuals, without

having any separate stops: sometimes they have a Ib'-feet stop, sometimes an H feet stop

is joined to this, and some organs have heen lately built in which more stops have been

added to the pedals, as a double trumpet, Jvc In some cases they have also what is called

large unisons.which is an S-feet stop, the pipes of which are upon a large scale.

MO. The stop handles in a well-constucted organ are so distributed on both sides.that

the stops belonging to each division of the organ are found together in a determinate

order

11. There are, besides, other subsidiary handles which do not belong to any particular stop.

r t

.
ly The pedal couplers. This handle

"

connects the bass notes of the manual with the per

-dal row of keys, so that the kejs of the pedals cause the stops of the great organ to

sound at the same time. iJ
n
.
dl> The manual couplers for joining one row of manuals to

the other. (.5)

MiJ. A fuller account of the different stops is reserved for the Second Part of thiswork:

it was, however, necessary to state thus much here, because the beginner in organ pl.tyin^

must, at any rate, know something about it in order to learn that the 8 feet stops are

the principal ones; and, even in his first exercises, he must take rare in n-j;ijterinjj.that

these predominate; he will do well, if, in his first exercises, in the manual he only draws

out 8 feet stops, and in the pedals a 16-teet one, strengthened hy a weak 8-feet one.

M"otf. The drawing out of tlie stops must be done gently, without any violent motion,

and care must be taken that the handle is pulled completely out; and lilcwise in push
-

= ing it in again which als-> must be done gently that it is sent completely back.

13. The organ-player sits before the organ upon a form, which must stand at a di-

= tance of about nine inches from the manual row of keys; the form must be of such a

height that the fore-arm of the performer shall be in a horizontal direction. This

applies to organs with one or t*o rows of keys; and, in the latter case, the position of

the performer is to be understood with reference to the lower row of keys. In the

case of organs with three rows of keys, the lower row projects about three inches. and

the form is therefore to be placed about twelve inches distant from the middle ro* .,!

keys; likewise the height of the form is to be in this case determined in reference t

the middle row of keys.

' MNKIDKK. Or r .n H-honl.
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C II A P r 4 H II.

TREATMENT OF THE MANUALS.

Although the fingering of the manual is, on the whole the same as for the pianoforte,

it undergoes many modifications, which arise iVom the difference of the tone, and

management of the two instruments. The hands and the fingers must be held in

tlie same manner as in pianoforte playing, namely, so that the longer fingers arn

to be bent inwards towards the hand until they come into a line with the thumb,

which is to be kept straight.

&1>. The keys of .the organ usually fall lower than those of the pianoforte. It is

necessary that the valves, by means of which the pipes receive the wind, should be

sufficiently opened by pressing the keys quite down. In order that the full quan-

-tity of wind may be immediately supplied the key should be pressed down with a

certain degree of .smartness: the pressure must be quick and with due force at one

stroke. Violent striking of the keys is useless, and ?s injurious to the mechanism of the

organ.
\

, --- ;

$1.^ The finger must keep the key firmly pressed down as long as the duration of

the note; but so soon as the latter is concluded, the finger must be raised quickly and

high enough for the valve to be completely eluded. In a succession of notes it is ne=

= ccssary that each key should be- pressed d-.^ n with dtre force at the same instant

that the finger is removed from the one completely done with. This quick change
in raising up and pressing down the fingers produces clearness of execution. For

+ 1 2

if, in a series of notes .

JL J * the fingers marked above them, were not to

L/

be raised quickly and high enough in changing the rotes, that the valves may be

completely closed, the passage might easily sound thus. -

^
This exactness in holding down and raising up the fingers is the most essenr

tial peculiarity in organ-playing, and the first in which the student has to exer=

= cise himself; and it is precisely that which, at the commencement is difficult to

a person not altogether unpractised on the pianoforte for although,on the pianoforte

exactness in this particular should be attended to, it is not enforced with that strict -

- ness which is necessary here; for it is in that instrument not so perceptable if a

note should happen to remain too long, or the fingers- are not raised up so very prer

-cisely, because the note in the pianoforte does not retain its sound in the same den
- gree as that of the organ. In the following exercises, without changing the po

sition of the hand it is requisite to keep in view this exactness in regard topress-
= ing the keys and taking the fingers off.

.
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IS As regnclar composition in parts, and especially with hinds (^ Trt.-rdwc*ion ) is that which is

nifivt suited for the st\)e of the origan the principal thing- to he attended to is that the progression

of tack sir.g-te part be not
i)\jt<t

* / /// its (onttFjrinn, wherefore in fing-ering' espet ial cai-e must he taken

that this peculiarity he not lost sig-ht of. this is indeed properly speaking- the first principle, ac-

cord ing' to vhich the most appropriate fing-erir-^ for the org-anis to he determined. On which account

1 The passing- of one and the same fing-er from one note to another immediately follow-

ing- isjn compositions of one part ,by ali means to be avoided ;in compositions of several parts

where this rule cannot always he followed ..care must betaken as much as possible,that this imme-
diate passing- of any finger to the next note shall only take place in one part. For example:

3 4

To preserve the connexion in the progression of a part it is often of use.
To chang'e one fing-er for another upon the same key, keeping- it down the whole time.

The fing-er which first pressed down the note g-ives place to another fing-er,but this changing-
of the fing-er must be so manag'ed,that the other fing-er be placed upon the note before the fi rst

ne has quite left it, in order that the note may continue to sound without interruption.
+ ' '~2

*jJb
g ' ^ + '

vi 2 8 1 + + i

JHIti^hl htind Left

In IV .

S
1 to 17 of the following* examples reg-ard is had to this method of fing-ering-

M The passing' f)f a Jong-er fijvger over a shorter one is also very frequently necessary in

ijiositions of several parts. In N':" 18 to 24 of the following- Ex. this method is applied
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> A part cannot alva's lie carried on vith the same ham' \\\ vhich it v .is ,mmrn^ <! .,
|>
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in.iv often become so extended that the hand vhich vas use*' at the hep-inning of it can no I.M-T
reach the notes in this case the other hand must take up the part hut in these charurini- s of the

part from one hand to the other the connexion of the progression of the part must not suHV-r

In the Chorals vhich stand at the end of the next examples this interchange of the hands is >*<-

nall} required, and the notes nhich must he placed together bj one hand are marked \ ith a brace.

F.rrrcisrs u-itft nj.'fjfii'ufion of thr rhunffr of firgrrs upon Ihf * kry v itho*l a rrpitilfnii o/*'Ar m>lf.
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DIRECTIONS FOR THE USE 01- Tlih PVD.tl.S

In the position of the performer \vhich "was described in < 13,'his feet viil be suspended,
i (hey hang- straight down, over the long

1

keys about 2 inches in front of the short keys

The key must. "he pressed down with the foremost part of the foot only ("the Ball of the foot ) and

the heel must he raised a little,fbr the vhole of the foot should hy rights not press down the key,
even though when the key is pressed do\m,the notes should he continued for any length of time.

21. The key must likewise he pressed dovn quickly and with precision, and all thut we obser-

\ed in 13, applies here also: immediately that the foot is disengaged.it is to he drawn "hack

tow ards the form,"below which a ledge must he placed, upon v hich the unemployed foot can rest

without at all obstructing* the other foot which may he still occupied. To place the foot "before one

upon a ledge fixed ahove the short notes is not right "bet-arse lay so doing if the other foot is

still employed, the action of the latter might very easily he impeded.
22. It is also requisite that the performer should sit firmly and not slip at all from the seat;

so long as the fing/ers are engaged upon the manuals there is less danger than when the feet

alone are employed for a long time; in the latter case it is necessary that Doth hands should hi)

hold of the manual at the two extremities or even the form itself on hoth sides .(To hold fast

with one, hand may likewise he sufficient.) In all the following* exercises for the Pedals alone

this remark is to he particularly attended to

23. From the natural direction of the feet av 7

ay from each other,when the performer sits as he

should do in the centre of the Pedals*hefore the note C,=
' o || the point of the right foot turns

to the keys of the upper and the point of the left foot to the keys of the lover Octave, the he* Is

hem."" turned towards the centre. The lower Octave is therefore the natural province of the left

foot and the irpper Octave for the right foot. But as a melodious progression in one octave, if

it were to he performed only and altogether with the foot helonging to it.would occasion a coii-

tinual skipping about of the same foot,and on that account neither connexion nor a certain

execution could in general he attained,the other foot must therefore often come to its assis-

tance, exchange with the former one and go into the other octave and consequently pass heyond
the middle, the note C (S : p

||
the left foot towards the upper octave,the right towards the

lov er The natural direction of the foot is therehy altered, so that the point of the foot is turned
more inward and the heel more out\ ard. This turning of the feet is also produced hy passing
the feet under and over each other, as likewise hy the alternate use cf the point of the foot f'-the heel.

SK
Ve here'assume C as the middle of the Pedals 5 but if the Pedals are of a greater compass than two Octaves , then the centre is

farther on the rijifht.

24< As the organ player is freouentl; under the necessity of moving his feet on t>cth sides
farther JLV ay from the middle than would l:e possible if he were to sit quite firmly in the middle
of the form, especially in those cases in vhich one foot has to advance into the other octane,
which is opposed to its natural direction (the right into the lover and the left into the rpprr 'oc-

tave) it is impossible here for. the hody to preserve that easy pcsture which piano forte playing
allows of, and the organ player must sometimes accordiT^g to circumstances turn his hody to-

wards the right hand or towards: the left. Bi-t he mrs-t ahove all things guard against all

i i'necessary and violent action, so that he may not, by an unseemly thrrvin.g" aibout of his whole

hody,"by disagreable twisting and "bending" of the irpper part of his Tjodyjmd the like produce
an unpleasant, indecorous and even frequently li'dirrous impression.

25. We distinguish two methods of using the Pedals.
1. The plain natural method: the simple use of the feet,where the note is struck hy

merely pressing the point of the foot upon it.

2. The artificial method s the double use of each foot , the point of the foot and the heel

being used alternately.
he most appropriate application of these two methods is, a skilful intermi^ti-re and alter-

en-i !oy ,,,o,,t of then, both. This union of the two methc e!s of using the Ped,ls might be
<i the mia-ed method.
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f vf> In the first method of iixini;- the IVdals, \iz tin- simple mrtliotl >e h.ive ill-,,
J..H

to observe, of vhich the tvo first ser\e as the elemrnts of the lat

A. The simple changing* of hoth feet.

B. imme<liute passing- of one fort from one note to another

C. passing* the feet over and under earh othor.

A. S1MPLK CH.4.VCJ.VG OF BOTH FKKT.

27. In chang*in* the feet, v here one note is only to sound until the next one is struck,

particular care must he taken to lift the fet-t up quick l> from the keys, in order that the notes

may not sound one with another, and this exactness in holding* dovn and lifting* up the feet is

y to he attended to as in the directions for fingering* for the Manuals. ( 16.)

* The left foot we denote by the number 1 , h.- rtfht font by th.. mimhvr V. In thv toHu^-inf ivrriM* the "ppvr lff bv

lon|f o lh- rifrht hnd , th- top nn( of the lower tff b. l.,n)f to thr Irfl hand , th bittf.ni notr* t.. fb* PvdaU. It wilt br ll

ftrtt to practitv thp Prdali by th.-ni.-l\- . In \".* I to 6' th (WCcctnun of ronHi only <x--ur , in nhirh tn* fcvt r Mnimt

to wwh othrrjhcre all poitiblv tortt of succession*, cither 2 1<">({' *"> "' on* thort and 1 lonjr kry,or V thort > rw nn

pl'iyvd bvcauiD In all thrsv casv* thv action of the feet is different. In N't* 7 to 9 there are tuceettion* of thirds A fourths,

in .bn-d the fret take a greater distance from earh other. Example* in still greater intervals kill be ftivnd farther on.
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As in these 6 examples the object vas for all the Intervals to occur in the Pedals, the student

will please to consider the accompanying* upper parts in that lig*ht.

31. The passing* of the foot from one note to another may be very appropriately connected

with the chang-ing- of the feet, as Was the case in the preceding* examples. Here also caiibeaji|>l
: -

ed the substitution of one foot for another upon one and th' same key.

This chang-ing* of the foot upon one and the same key, -when either the note continues uninter-

ruptedly to Round on. and is not repeated by the foot which takes the place of the other,or \ln-n

it is ag-ain struck and repeated is called "rfw*r/xrrn." The former ve may call the "rinsrtzrn,"

proper, the latter "iiachriiokrn."

In the first c.^c < vhon the note is not repeated >the foot that succeeds is placed upon the sain-

key, before the font vhic-h first pressed it dov n has left it: in the second case 'v hen th- not.- i^

repeated ) the first foot is lifted up at the same instant in vhirh the second foot treads upon
the key. and as it vu-re, forces away the other foot. In the former case the foot vhirh van f'ii

..,! ;I-H! is set at liberty uiui m;i\ IM,\X lie i-mpl._,<! For other notes: whi'-h u ill be rendered inm-h

'.n that account and sp-iallv g*reater skips will be thereby modified, as uill best aj|

fVMn the f'ollox in^- example*.
> II N (' I r>l- I' '> <>. ,



Passing' the Fret from one note to another connected with changing- of the Fret.

Preliminary Exercise in changing' the Feet upon the same note without repeating' it.
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In the three part compositions N': s
'I *, 6 ech hand may here also play^pon a separate Manual.
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32. Here follow some further remarks upon this point:

1. The passing- of the foot to more than ^ keys successhely is to be avoided as

much as possible.

2. Although each foot mi g' lit be able convenient!) to g-o beyond the natural limit

assigned to it in 23, even as far as the middle of the otlir octa\e. it

will nevertheless be exceedingly inconvenient in more distant notes ; in such

cases and in a slow movement one foot may be alloyed to advance even more

than two notes in succession. For example

e-

. 1

In a quicker movement this plan cannot be recommend'-d, arid changing' of both feet

must then be applied or the use of the point and heel of one foot alternately as v* ill

be farther shown in the part containing* that method of using* the Pedals

3. In those cases, where it is optional, the sliding- of the feet from one note to arn>

ther must always be employed in the smallest intervals. For example

IDE I
not fur inrtuire thu

It should however be mentioned, that in most of the above examples another mode of us in^-

IN -dais,which is to be treated of in succeeding* parts 'of this vork mig-ht have been emplo\ <

but it was the det>ig*n of the present part to practice this particular method.

The following* marked Basses v ill serve as a conclusion to this part. and as an app
1

..

of that particular sort of use of the Pedals vhich has been treated of thus far.

To save room only one composition for the hands .consisting* of simph chords has b n n

ti r all these Bass \ariations.and on that account some liberties vhi< h have arisen from

'MUM- in the prog-resxji.n in not a fe* instaiin -s
.
v* ill In- excused. Both the upper parts in

t"|> --faff are to b- pla\ed v ilh the ri lit hand, and the thinl part vith th" ! f t hand

(j ,
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33 Both feet may be used in this manner. The foot v hirh crosses over 1he other is lifted

over the point of the other. In crossing* under the foot passes along- behind the heel of the oilier.

In hoth cases the foot which crosses over or under theii presses down the key \vhich lies next to

the key in possession of the first foot, or o\ en , though more rarely, one more distant;and the foot

which crosses either under or over uses that species of action which has T>een treated of in the
a \ <<? i 6_j_

'

v i

above part. For v hen in the following
1

example ~o the left foot,

vhilst the rig-ht foot is holding- dov n the second note, moves off either over or under it, to the
i J __ i i

last note.the foot makes a leap ofa third in the one case, <;.: ^ of a 4
f

.

h in the other,

34 . In order to facilitate the crossing- of the feet over and mider each other, the foot which
is to Tie crossed must he moved in the first case a little hack (towards the form,) and in the latter

case a little for\ ard. When one foot has to strike a short key hy crossing- over the other, and
that other has previously heen pressing- down a long- key, this drawing- hack of the foot is not

necessary, "because according- to the situation of the short key the foot which has to- strike

it mrst at all events advance forward and consequently push itself heyond its usual position.
35. If as was observed at 20, the heel is properly raised in pressing- down the key,the

crossing- of the feet under and over is very much facilitated hy this position of the foot, aiid

'the free action of the foot which is crossing* over or under the other is hy that means much

promoted. The relative position of hoth feet to each other is therefore this, that the point of
the foot which is passing- under the other comes exactly under the raised heel of the other

foot,which passing- over the other comes exactly over the point of that other.

36. So long- as no short key occrrs in the series of notes, each foot moves on in a

straig-ht line in the direction once taken, which is determined hy the crossing- over and un-
der, so that the points on v hich hoth feet strike the note form two parallel lines,

C CS D

A. 1 or 2.



Hut ;rs in sirikin"- the short key the foot must of course he in the first p<.-if ion .the occur?

.f tl.t- short keys in a series of notes often alter the aho\e arrangement,as well with resp--t to ill*.

foot which should commence (.- KI,.,,.I.- s i.v.s.Mi. as to the foot which should cross o\er or tin

der.and the direction of the feet will then often be such that the left foot g*ets into the first

position and the rig-ht foot into the second. (KI. s. 4.&A.0. a999 _$ g_ _J |_ |__

.V? J.

H

I

^
'.J. Frequently also the direction of the feet ch.mjres in one and the same series of notes, so that

the foot, which at the beg-inning* stood before the other, afterwards has to stand behind it and
then both feet chang*e their position,

1 * S i< I S
I 1 9 I

^FTTj^
1-. Kach foot must remain as long* as possible in the position first taken or afterwards taken

in consequence of the occurrence of a short key.

9 S g

.V" /.

5. In a succession of 2 or 3 short keys it is indeed somewhat incomenient to cross the foot over,

but still it is often necessary unless it can he manap*ed some other way. Here it is to be observed

that the foot over which the other one is to cross, must press down the key with the extremepoittt
of the foot only.in order that the foot crossing* over may have room to pass freely over it;thefo-t

vhich crosses over must in this case have the heel raised up particularly hig*h,whilst on the con

tr-.iry the hel of the other foot must not be raised too hig*h,so that the instep being* also raised

too much in consequence.be not touched by the her 1 which crosses Over. A quick removal of the

foot is here especially needful .which .as respects the foot over which the other is to cross must
be rather a drawing* back in an horizontal direction towards the performer than a perpendicular

lifting* up of the foot In a succession of short keys .crossing* the feet over is mostly to be applied,
more seldom crossing' under In a slow movement it will be prefer; ble to use one foot and pass it

from one key to another: here also it is very advantageous to make the double use of the feet

( toeing* and heeling*) as is shown in the succeeding- part.

J , ,

^ *
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In the following* examples all the afore named principles are carried farther out; and

those in the above part under A and B. ($27 32.) will of course be found of frequent

application. The position of the feet is only g*iven in those cases where it is not self evident,

and v here it deviates from the rule g'iven at 37 under 1.

V?t. THEME M r/'/f VARIED BOSSES.

1111 8 g g g
2 8 g g g 1 1111 2~

^^^ ft
z ^r
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In order to nave room, in the 'following* Bass Exercises in the Major and Minor sr;il-s.

there is no particular staff added for the Manual .' The student should alvays hold dov n .

continually the chord of the tonj<* of the scale: in some exercises the dominant chord
must he introduced in the last bar hut one. either for the whole bar or the latter half of it.

In the exercises under a. (as well in the Major as in the Minor > there never occur 'tv*

short keys one after another, these are to he practised first. Then follow the exercises
under b. where two short keys one after another occur am1

crossing* the foot over to one
of them is employed 'first Mr/ior, then Miner, see 37. Remark 5.)

Next the exercises c. where three short keys come one after another ( see $ 37
Remark 5.) It v ill be more convenient in the- Exercises under b and c. partly to

employ the Artificial method as will appear farther on.

In the exercises founded upon the Miner <;!. y . regard IP h:-<' to the V;:M'M'S forms
under vhich the Minor scale appears n~ s.-hm.,.i.r\ KM.,. -,. or rom^m.n AmH.. yj. .M .- s.

8CS.L& EXERCISES.

I M. 1.1 OH

v g
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2112
2

'

2 2

21 21 212.1

22121

or 2

I 1 1

I 21212 2 SL_ 9 T 8 S 1

2 21 1 22

1 2212

Ab. 1 22,12121 1
1 2 1

following' tliree themes with varied Basses will serve as a practice in all the sorts

of simple Pedal playing* thus far treated of. The hands have the same chords throug'h
all the variations of the Bass , and I refer on this subject to the remark made at the

similar examples at the conclusion of the former part.
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As a conclusion to this Chapter rn.iy follow the marked B;i^-s to sonic \*d k noun
Church melodies (as tliey stand in the Choral Bookj

2 2
Oh God and Lord. (N977. )800 ig * i ,-s 2 2 -

i p 1 s> '

1^1 1 2 A 1 VI 2-/TV
, L

* l^L *
'. 1 ^ rj? ^

PP =F=S

Lord Jesus Christ turn thou to me.(N?'14.)

2 S 2

2 2121 2 1 O, 1 21 2 1^ 1- 2122 1

2
1 1 2 JLA

.V9 p 5

21212 I'2 1 ^ 1 21 FT ~T 2

God of Heaven and Earth/N9U7,)

i

i : i

E: p PI* J

I 21 2 2 1 1 8 1 3 1 SI

i
* m*

.\ S. -Cl-

222
2 1 1

Do with me God as seems thee g-ood.

'J A > > i

9 88.)

1

rr>
_

2. 21 2 1

2 2
1 1212

Who trusts his way to God/N999.)

g i g 2! 2811 812^1 121212
.V" 5.

f
Fi*f)in H-;i\ Ji above I come.' N912./^

j _g_
1 2 2 12 1 221 /OL

Now let us praise the Lord our God. ( N94.y

Jesus my confidence. (N9 121. )

1 1 2 12 1 2 21 i g fg 3- i 2 12 1 2121 22^21221212^
A 9 8.

21 12

222 Dearest Jesus what is thy crime? (N9 34.)

2 12 1 1 1 12 1/Tv 1 2 12 1 12 11 21 2 1 1 1 1 j j~? 212 1
1

^>
A 9 9.
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_2 t_
Salvation is come to us. I N9148.)

.V9 fO.

1 12121 121 2,
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1
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1 12121 121 2,

Lord I have done amisB/N9131.)
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In the Artificial method each foot is used in a tvofold manner . that is t., s;n the t,i- an.!

heel strike alternately one key after another. In this manner con-.-ijuenth
A. one foot can without changing* its situation and without moving* auay. sound t\ o

notes adjoining* one another.

Jto a m**A b*,a third if the Itdal krji rr not too ife un<t<T.r|M-<-UII > hrn on* of Ih.- n..t.t i .h-.rt .m-

B. one fc>ot can play a series of more notes than two, if it chang-es its place; this is done

by turning*.
A. M'lTHOVT CJ7wf.VGI.VG THK SITI.1TIO.Y OP THK POOT. .

39. The foot must be turned outw ards more than usual. so that vhen the heel stands over the
first key the toe shall be over the other key and both notes can be struck by turns.* ithout any
other motion of the foot being* necessary,than the alternate raising* A: loverinp* of the heel A: toe

40. In the natural position ( $ 23.) of the riffhi foot .the lowest of tv o notes vhich are in this

mahnerN to. be sounded one after the other is struck *hh the heel,the hig'her one with the toe.

In the natural position of the trft foot the hig'her note is struck with the heel and tin-

next lover one with the toe. With both feet this takes place in the following* 3 cases
1. In moving* from one long* key to another long* key.
2. From a long* key to a short one.

3 From one short key to another short key.

Preliminary Ejrrrrisfs in thr natural and unalfrrrd situation <>f thr Frrt *

*Ah.-n tN- ht-i-l i to be rni
t .|.,>

tV the it.wk O ill be ur<l to uifnify rt.n<1 hm tht- --.fhr ninntHT hich hi-longi t., that |<rtirtiUr f-,ot .

fl V ' ' ft c, n

:&:C~H~' <
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B .4T,TKffF/) pnsirio.y OF T//K FOOT

JWoring* on by turning*.

42 Turning* consists of the alternations of the natural and reversed positions of the foot

and is effected with each foot in the following- manner. \VhiIst in the natural position of the f<'><>t

the point presses down a key, the heel turns over that key, by which it g-ets to the third note

reckoned from that which it ( the heel ) first struck a when the heel strikes the key then

tfie forepart of the foot passes over that key and advances hy that means likewise to the

third note; b.

R.F. L.F.

a ^1 i
K.F. L.F. 1 1

This turning* and twisting- of the forepart of the foot and the heel is to be considered

as a sort of crossing
1 over and under.

43. Sometimes also the heel is employed after the toe or the toe after the heel upon
one and the same note. For example

R, S M Foot.

20 2 2 20

c>^f^ |prg>^^
02 2 2

-aryrfrgJS
02 o

I i
10 10 01 1 01

Lt-rt Foot. I ^tr^ ^3: I C3 ^p=^

r
l hat part of the foot which is subsequently placed upon a long- key already pressed down,

descends upon it without the note itself being- repeated at the same moment the other part

of the foot is raised, in order to apply itself to the following
1 note.

44. In this manner a g-radually prog-ressive series of notes maybe performed with one

foot without any breaks , and here the following- is to be observed:

1. The rig-ht foot usually, commences with the heel an. ascending* .series of notes

beg-inning- with a long- key and those also which beg-in with tv o successive short

keys ; all descending- series of notes with the toe.

The left foot usually commences a descending- series of notes beg-inning- with

a long- key or with two successive short keys, with the heehand all ascending-

series of notes with the toe. For example

JV?1

2
foot. x .
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3. Or t Fie point of the foot will spring* or slide to the adjoining* key 'see u and 6 in the follouing*

examples '\\ben three successive short notes occur, this is at all e\ents necessary also with

tno short keys, when they occur in the middle of a series of notes. For example

o 9 9 o "? o s-
,.

*V 3. "Jg i- I
* n. rf " 4* V O 9 9 O

1
.,r *_^ O or 8 O 9 S or i O

L *" " O I I O I h I O I I f) I ICO I 1 1 O d O 1 I O 1 I O

II i I I -, O ^ Io ^
or I 10 .,r 1 01

Or in such cases

1. The other foot is called to its assistance. For example

'(l V O V I S c, S> O

.V? 4

I.. r F-ot

.-^ 1*3

101 I O O I

*E=0. -r3~

I

I

5. If even as at 40, the heel can be broug*ht upon a short key. inasmuch as another short key
follows it , yet one cannot well come with the toes upon a long* key from a short key that haw

been struck with the heel, in such cases therefore striking* the short key must be obviated

by the methods described at 3 and 4.
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6 Th.uig-h in all the abo\e notwl < ases that end of the foot which first strikes the key may
be subsequently changvd for the other end < 43 > yet in quick passages .that is not possible

because there ia n</t sufficient time for it.
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There now follovs a number of KxerHses vhirh contain nc:irly everything" th:if

is necessary and may serve as examples of all that has been Kiiid in the precedini;-

pag'es upon this subject.

EXERCISES.

FOR THE RWHT FOOT.020
.A"? 7 ^fr -T^r
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5 V .TWELVE PIECES FOR THE PEDALS JLO.VE
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1-5. Much practit-f is necessary to attain proficiency in this nio(!<- of*

the Pedals, in order to g*ive the ft-et that facility of action (vhich is requisite on

account of the quick chang-injr of the toe and heel and the turning* of the foot.

The Pedals must also not fall too lov or be too stiff, for otherwise it is scarcely

possible to g*et the notes to sound quite correctly. On this account an exclutme

use of this method is not ad\isable, and it is best to employ it in connexion^ villi

that of crossing* the feet over and under each other That reg*ard has bwn had almost

entirely to this method of playing* in the many examples that have been g*i\en on this

subject, is however with th* intention of affording* an opportunity of sufficient

practice in it.

4-6 Generally speak ing- a g*ood manag-enient of the Pedals i only to !

attained by the mixed use of all the sorts of playing- treated >f in this chapter,

and not by an exclusive us<- of any on- in particular.

The mi.irrl method . vhich alvvavs selects according* to circumstances from ;u-h

particular one that uhich is ni<><t appropriate, is consequently the best.
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.vs o.v THE RIGHT JW^.V^CE.ME.VT OF THE

47 Plaving* in parts, -where each part preserves its distinct progression is the most appro-

priate, and compositions in 3, 4,5 and even 6 parts can be executed with clearness. Of all

these sorts of composition, that in 4 parts on account of its comprehensiveness inwhirhhov

ever the harmony is complete, maintains especially for the Org-an, the first place and is the

most employed.
48. A continual playing- in 4 parts would however "become too uniform, and on that ac-

count a chang-e "by the introduction of more parts is to he recommended. Indeed it is of very

g-reat effect upon the Org an , if sometimes passages occur 'here the parts are doubled

and the chords appear as full as possible.

49. In a full style of playing*, the principal thing- is not exactly a careful progression

of a certain number of parts , but the intervals of the chord are doubled just as they 1 ie

most conveniently for the hand and fing-ers. For as the entire composition 'of the Org-an

in its 16, 8,4 and 2 feet Registers is founded upon replicates , there is here the less

cause to be fastidious on account of progressions forbidden in harmony, because they

would not be at all extraordinary here, especially when the full style of playing- is con-

tinued for some time. Care must however be taken that no consecutive fifths or octaxes

occur between the extreme parts. Thus for example the following- progression is to bo

used unconditionally in A, but not in B.

Kis-ht Har.d.

Left Hrtnd.

PEDAL.

50. As in the full style of performance the object is, to exhibit the org-an in its great-

est power, it is particularly appropriate to execute such passages with a full org-an, by
which also those progression in the middle parts which in a strict composition of fewer

parts would be deemed faulty, are covered by the preponderating- streng-th and volume
of the other parts. The Pedals must in these cases be introduced with particular strength,
and where an org-an has not powerful Pedals, this mode of playing- .can only be used

\vith caution.

51. The full style is also to be employed in choral playing- and is often very re-

quisite, particularly where the cong-reg-ation is larg-e. More on this subject in the third

purt of this book.

As a continual pure four part playing- becomes wearisome, that would likewise.he
tfic case with a continual employment of the full style of playing-: therefore a judicious

lii rimte use of both styles is advisable.

I'! Hi IK Soh.ml. (bOS)



53. Three part compositions with soft stops have a particularly ajrreahle effect II|MUI

the org*an, especially if each upper part can he played upon a separate manual ami registers

of different kinds, and the Bass upon the Pedals. Also four part compositions have a p*ood

effect if manag*ed in this manner, one principal part heing- played upon one manual tvo

parts upon the other manual, and the Bass upon the Pedals. 'Also five part compositions can

he treated in a similar manner.) The principal part can also, as veil in three as in (our

part compositions, he taken up hy the Pedals, in vhich case the actual Bass is perform**! by

the left hand on one of the manuals,for vhich however particular care must he taken in

selecting* the registers. On account of our limited space we can only g'ixe one example of

a few hars for each of these particular methods, and hope if tin- work shall he favour.ibly

received to puhlish at some future time a continued collection of Org*an Pieces, in

which every kind of Org*an playing* shall be exemplified.

Rig-M Hand.

Left H .m.l .

PEDALS.

7. In tkrrr parts.



part in the Left Hnn-l

To God in the hig-hesrt
alone Tie praise.

R,..lit H .tii

Lett Hand.

PE DALS.

(Sub. Bass or Double D.a,.: 16 Foot. )

4 Thf i.riarip.-J part in the Pedals.
CM RoAL.

Mho trusts his way to God.

Rn.-ht Hand.

Left Hand.

PEDALS.

(Octave 4 foot also 8 Foot.)

PF K > Oire ..n S >, ..I
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A fir i.se of the Pedals, independent of the playing* of the left hand, is iiidKpent;,.
in all th> I'.it'li-rent kinds of placing- and it has also been the particular object of this lit-

tl- work. by the g-reatest possible copiousness in the chapter devoted to those subjects to aff.'.rd

the needful introduction to the attainment of this free use of the feet . Such free independent
use of the Pedals is also called Oblifrato Pedal piaffing.

55. It is not however by that intended to say that the Pedals may not occasionall> pla> the

corresponding- notes to .those of the left hand , for the obli-ato us.- of the Pedal is not alvays
possible or necessary, hut the performer vho is not able to do an> thing- more with the Pedals
than to sound here and there the simplest fundamental notes of the chords and only to use ft

as a doubling- for the left hand when that continually plays the Hass, renounces one of the
essential peculiarities of the org-an.

The Pedals must not be always employed; it is very appropriate for them sometimes
to be silent a nu.re powerful effect is produced vhen they commence again a. Hdal notes
have a g-ood effect held on where the hands have more motion: b in like manner *h-n
chords are held on in the hands an increased movement in the Pedals is very effective;

solo passag-es in the Pedals, introduced occasionally , are also of g-ood effect: d~ the
Pedals can also be used doubly ( both feet playing- at the same time;>c this is g-enerally
denoted by

"
Pedal doppio."

a (ith Pull Or/put.)

V

/

manual kith itrcnf n-/ct>tcr

6. (kith .'..--I tto|.)

PEDAL

ran alto be performed upon another manual trtth weaker r-(f tti-r , and th- trhrrv Ihr I>f<j>lj>l coin., in on'.ri

^- I
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58. It may he here generally observed that rapid passages are to be avoid* <l

on the org-an and the* degree of rapidity allowable will be best decided by at-

tention to the peculiar capability of each stop; Stop Diapasons, Flutrs, frc.

speaking- more quickly than most Keed -stops. For the Full Org-an, the de-

gree of quickness should be consistent with the idea of power tc solid strength

The quick repetition of the same note or chord is quite repug-nant to the cha-

racter of the org-an.

59. Variety may be produced in org-an playing
1

by the alternation of compo-

.sitions in few and many parts by keeping- the pedals silent for a while,

by the chang-e of the manuals and combination of the \arious stops producing-

thus transitions from Loud to Soft. These transitions should not how-

.ever be so frequent as to deg-enerate into puerile trifling-.

60. Especial caution is requisite in this respect when the org-an is used in

actual divine service; it is another thing* when the object is to exhibit the. pe-

culiar powers of the instrument to their full extent .exclusively of its employ -

.ment in divine worship; in the latter case, the performer may display his pro.

-ficiency in the mechanical manag-ement of his instrument and his acquaintance

with harmony; but he should avoid the introduction of anything- which is con-

trary to the character of the most noble of all instruments , nor exact from it

unworthy and frivolous musical imitations nor attempt at ephemeral fashionable

airs, which belong
1 to other places, and are desig-ned for other purposes.

Unhappily f org-an players, even of reputation , have in latter times indulged in a

style of performance quite contrary to the art.

Thus much it appeared necessary to state upon this subject at the con

elusion of this part.

Ed ef |'. Part.

. '- Or kJ . S.h." I.



PART SEC0-ND.

LIST OF THE MOST USUJL STOPS OR REGISTERS FOUXD IX

Fundamental Principal

or Diapason Stops.
\

H:

Double Diapason 16 feet.

Diapason (Open) 8 feet.

Principal t feet.
t

Fifteenth 2 feet.

Double Double Diapason .5^? feet.

A variety in the quality of the tone of these various Diapasons is given by the circum-

-ference of the pipes being- more or less contracted.

Mixture Stops.

So called because they give upon one note either the fifth or the third or both tog-ether,

or several other notes besides and even entire chords. They cannot be employed alone

but are used to strengthen and accompany the Fundimental^Stops.

The Twelfth 5 feet.

The Tierces mostly 1- feet.J j

The Sesquialtraiconsistingof two pipes)whichgives the fifth and upper third to C
~

j

The mixtures proper which consist of several pipes for each note g-iving- the, harmonic

third or only the ground note and the fifth repeated. As many pipes as a mixture con;

= tains for each note , of so many ranks it is said to be.

The Cornet is of the same mixture as a mixture proper.

Flute Stops
J

They are divided into .5 sorts. 1 quite open. 2, quite stopped, and .?, half stopped. The

first(quite open) are made in every variety of shape,narrow and tall _or wide and short- or

diminish inbreadth towards the top._ producing
1muchvariety oftoneknownby different names.

)( These measurements infect indicate the height of the pipe (abort* the mouth-piece) which would be sounded by pretsinjc the key e
<(
,n.

'/V ,

-v*1i-nl t.i -\?^ un the Piano Forte. (Si-c Table pag-e^

* The result of U^p,,in s
- the end .,f a pi[,e i to produce ai (fr.ve a pitch from a four foot pipe as would be ol.t^inr.l fro,,, n or ,v pip* H f ,

^

*i( HSKIDKRV Or.,,.,, S. h I .



f f
V'i) the second (quite stopper/ belong.

The stopped Diapason.
Bordiin .

The Quintaton _ on account of its narrow mouth ami the shades attached to both aides

The fifth above is heard in addition to the ground note.

The half ttopped Flute work, is called a Reed flute.

In the covering of its pipes there is a little tube fastened in the middle through
which the air flows .

The Reed work.

The Trumpet of 16 . S or 4- feet .

Oboe, h -feet .

Bassoon, most usually 16 - feet .

Rosaline, of 32 and Iff feet (in the pedals.)

Clarion .

Regal.
Vox humana .

In the preceeding enumeration of (he stops , only the most usually occurin^
are named- for a concise description of the various parts of an organ see

the 2 (J Part of the first edition of this work .

ON THE MOST APPROPRIATE USE OF THE STOPS. REGISTERING .

1. The stops (registers) enumerated above are of tvo kinds.

1 . those in *hich, upon every kej , the note properly belonging to it sounds; so that,

for example, upon the key C, a note corresponding in name sounds:

i. those in Mhich another note sounds; for example. *hen C is struck, its fiffliG, for

instance, or its third E .

The stops of the first description are called, in this respect. Leading sfops(H uipfsfimmcn

and are those of the same pitch as the hitman voice, or the usual key'd instruments the H-

feet Dfapatonstops (Grundstimmen) ; and those which give the lower or higher octaves of

the Diapahim stops (viz . the Iff, 4,2, and 1 feet ones). Fillinif-out stops ( \iisftills! iiiunen)FV//-

ing ttops. (Fullstimmen) .
or strengthening $tops V rata'rkiingstimmen) .

The stops of the first description of quint, tierce, and mixed (mixtures rornetts),are

called teconda ry ttops ( Nt-benstinunen). auxiliary stops Hiilfsstimmcn) .

2 . Although the H-feet stops are the real Diapason stops, yet still the 1(5,4 , and 9 feet

stops may be employed singly by the organist as Diapason stops, if he plays an octau-

higher for 16-feet, an octave loner for the 4 feet, and two octaves lower for the 2- ft it

stops .

.Voff . An experienced organ-player will sometimes likewise be able to employ, in its

proper place, with good effect, the higher and lower stops according to their
|

i

tion, especially when he employs the organ as an independent instrument,nith

out being at all restricted to the regular church style.

" HM.IDEK'..



$ 5 . The Diapason stops (the 8 feet ons) are the basis of the organ; and in a good in*

tiument, the 8 feet tone should predominate in the full organ; and should not be overpow,

<-red by too many higher or lower filling
or secondary stops, by this test the good "builder

is known, the organist in selecting single registers for use should have regard to this

fundamental relation; and to the difference in the quality of the t6ne of the various stops.

& 4 . In blending registers together .particular regard must be had to the difference

between the stops in respect of their various quality of tone: in this respect the following

is to be observed .

rt)the following sound strong, full, and solemn Diapasons, 32, 16, and 8 feet; Bordun

16 and 8 feet; Grobgedakt (great stopped Diapason); Reed flute .

6) agreeable, mild, pleasing flutes, Kleingedakt .(small stopped Diapason)iLieblichge_

_dakt, vtola di Gamba, Salicional; Waldflote (forest flute) ,
S -feet ;

t) hollow, snuffling-- Hohlflote, Quintaton;

r/) piercing sharp, all narrow, small scale; 4,2, and 1 feet open stops, and themisr_

_ lures above all;

.e) guttural
-- all reed -stops UK. re or less.

Stops made of tin sound clearer than those of wood; stopped pipes are milder than

open ones; half-stopped ones, or those tapering to a point, sound somewhat stronger than

those quite stopped, but nut so strong a* quite open ones.

,

.'5 A . Use vf the Leading Stops .

In a well arranged organ, all the leading stops used together viz . 16, 8 ,4, and

_> feet --have a good effect without the secondary stops . We will therefore only give a

f-\\ hints respecting the judicious combination of single stops.

1 . The union of leading stops, of equal pitch and like quality of tone, gives indeed

an increased strength of tune, but no particular alteration, in its quality. Thus, for

example, two open diapasons or two stopped diapasons, or two flutes, or two trumpets

of equal pitch (S or 4 feet tone) will sound lounder than any one of those stops by

itself, hut its quality will remain the same .

2. The union of leading stops of equal pitch , but of unlike quality of tone, does alter

the latter. For example, open and stopped diapason, S feet ; Viola di Gamba and stop_

_ped diapason or a flute-stop, 8 feet; Quintaton and Viola di Gamba, or open diapason,
Sfeet; trumpet and open, or stopped diapason or quintaton , 8-feet

; principal or oc_
-tave4-feet and reed flute; Gtdackt (flute), 4 feet, &c.&c .

3 . In blending leading stops of unequal pitch, it is generally requisite to take care that
the Registers to be united are only one .octave distant from each other; consequently
that the stops 16 and 8 feet 8 and 4 feet 4 and 2 feet, are joined together; and that of

these two stops, the Diapnsun sfop, the really 8-feet stop, or the apparently b-feet

stop, resulting from transposition into another octave (see 2) is most prominent .

-Vofe . In quicker passages, a combination of registers, which is contrary to this prin_

-ciple, is ofjrood effect. For example , Bordun or Quintaton, 16 feet ; and a cK-ir sound

_ing ,4 feet or even 2 feet register; Quintaton 8 feet; and Siffliite, 1 foot ; *<. tec.

*' HMilDEK'* Orvm Sch.ml.



( B .- %i' o/ the Secondary Stops .

\s the single secondary stops do not give the true fundamental note, hut either

fifth or its third; and is if, even in a combination of secondary stops, the fundamental note is

contained.it is at the same time too much concealed by the other notes; it of course folfown,

(hat the secondary stops can never be used alone . For example: if, in order to be able to

play a Quint register (twelfth) of 3 feet by itself, the fifth below were to be played, that

would he attended with too much inconvenience, and be also of no service
,
because the same

effect can be produced by another register, quite similar to it in tone (octave -1 -feet English

principal .)

.Yote . In many of the larger organs there are cornets and mixtures so arranged that .

the fundamental notes so greatly preponderate, that, in many cases, and for the at _

tainment of particular effects in the solo playing of the Virtuoso or accomplished

player, they may even be used alone, at least in th upper octaves .where the secon-

dary notes are the least audible, and are overpowered by the fundamental notes; but

in such an employment of the stops as this, the before-named condition must exist.

7 . Without regarding the exception named in the preceding note, we assume that all

secondary stops are drawn with a full organ: this is exclusively the case with the mixtures.

The cornet can be used in connection with the principal S-feet (open diapason), which may be

strengthened by octave -4 -feet, or even a 16 -feet stop (double diapason), or even with a recil

stop (S-feet ). In using the Quint register (twelfth 3- feet ) an open (liapason S-feet must al-

_ ways be employed at the same time, strengthened also by some other S-feet stop prin<-j-

pal, -1-feet) , and octave 2-feet . To a simple tierce stop, there should always be added the

fifth stop lying below it, and the octave stop l\ing above it, as also the necessary foiinda-

_tion stops besides, in order to conceal as much as possible the fifth and third. The latter

will easily be the case in the upper oeta>es, on which account the performer must.inusing

them, avoid getting into the lower octaves, where the fifths and the thirds would sound dis-

. agreeably conspicuous . It is another thing with a full organ, where the experienced or-

gan-builder has taken good care that this defect should not occur .

.Voff There has been much controversy respecting the adinissihility of the Quint

(twelfth) , tierce, and mixture stops . This is not the proper place for a further

discussion of this topic; thus much, however , I may venture, with the concurrence

of all good organ players and organ builders, to assert, that an organ without those

registers would be deprived of much of its peculiar penetrating power .1 of course

presuppose that the disposition , scale, &c . of those registers are in exact prop ( >r-

portion to the whole of the rest of the instrument . If indeed, a multifarious

combination of mixed stops, with the appropriate quints and tierces, is attempted

upon some S-feet stops, among which there may possibly not be any open metal

stops at all, a most horrible crash would be the effect produced .

S. At the concision of this Chapter, I must mention that I could only give hints

respecting the use of the stops;' Because a difference in the scale, in the intimation, and
likewise in the proportion to the other stops, even a difference in the relative position of

quite similar stops in the organ(near the performer, or at a distance from him, above or

below .hjm),. will produce quite a different effect . The organist who loves bin pur >.uit, and

prosecutes his art with zeal, will certainly apply all diligence to become intiuutely aequ .\'<nt

_ed with his instrument, both as a whole and in its separate parts, with the character of

h stop.ils strength, its weakness, its relation to every other. By that means he will fit <l

iiianv combinations which onlv a jrood ear and a refined taste, with respect to the object in
J

view, can enable him to determine as to the propriety of making use- of or m>t .

N IUKK\ Orjj. Srh"-l.



THIRD PART.

THE PROPER APPLICATION OF ORGAN-PLAYING TO DIVINE SERVICE.

"*
THIS point ha, already Leen remarked upon in general terms sufficiently for our

purpose, in the Introduction to this work, and in the 4th Chapter of the First Partite

propose now to say a few words with respect to those special cases in which the organ

appears as an essential element in public worship, co-operating- with and promoting*.

"We have to consider

.1. Choral Accompaniment.

2. Interlude.

.8. Pi-elude and Postlude.( last Voluntary.)

.4. Accompaniment of instrumented Church Music, such as the Liturgy and the

Responses.
^-

CHAPTEF 1.

OF CHORAL ACCOMPANIMENT.

1. The Choral (Psalm tune,'is,in reg-ard to its object, the noblest and the most simple

popular song
1

; it is an essential element in the public worship of God, and the means by

which a greater or less number of persons of every age and every condition give ex-

pression at one time to their religious feeling's.

2. That the Psalm sing-ing
1 be rightly conducted, is especially the business of the or-

-g-anist, the precentor, and also of the choir.

8. In order that these may be enabled to fulfil their duties, a Psalm book is parti

-cularly necessary , in which the Psalm tunes are properly arranged with respect to

the melody and harmony by a competent master ; according to which,the sing-ing might

then be conducted and practised in schools and churches.

4. The melody of the chorals must not be disfigured by ornaments, passing notes,&-c;

but the organist and precentor should rather take care that such superfluous additions

as the congregation may have been led to adopt, be gradually abandoned and the pure

melody be restored.

5. The harmonioxrs portion, which is expressed either by the organ alone, or toge
ther with the four-part singing choir, must be simple, but powerful. The parts ac.

companying the melody will most appropriately move in the same time as itself;only

very few passing notes should be allowed , no striking unexpected transitions , no ac-

cumulation of dissonances, Arc. are here in place. It is particularly contrary to the

object of the harmonious accompaniment of the choral , to begin or even to finish the

single lines with dissonant chords.

S' HNEIDER's Orgiii School.



f>. V* ith reg-ard to conducting- the parts in choral playing, a pure four part ar-

r.-ing-ement is the foundation ; a choral book, such as was desired above (',) *ocil<l

therefore require to be so arranged that the four parts should be brought upontwo

staves, in order to be capable of being sung at once by four voices; consequently not,

as many would have it, exclusively in close harmony , nor, on the contrary, continually

in vide harmony, but alternating as is required in a good arrangement of the voices,

in vhich regard is had to the natural compass, and to a good internal melodious con-
"

nection of the parts.

7. The continual pure four- part playing becomes monotonous , and the peculiar

powers of the organ would be lost, if recourse were not had occasionally to full play,

ing, according to the contents of the Psalm, and also the streng'th of the congregation.

In so doing the given harmony of the choral must be preserved, and the full playing

only be accomplished by the doubling of single intervals, which may be done without

any very great solicitude to avoid octa\e progressions. (See48-52 in the First Part . )

8. It has likewise a good effect to be a little florid in the middle parts or the

bass, but this must be upon' the basis of the harmony given in the choral hook, in or-

der to agree with the choir, which sing's the simple harmony of the choral book. For

this manner of playing, much knov ledge and proficiency in counterpoint is required,

as also a careful consideration of the sentiments expressed in the \u>rds and in the me.

lody. Such a manner of playing is only suited to hymns of a lively character, and then

only by way of change. The first lines of the Hymn, "Nun danket alle Gott," may
ser\e as an example

M N DANKET
ALLE GOTT, "

Choral Book,NV16t.

Hi gJlw
K.H.

Or a. S



Florid in all the accompanying* parts , with the same fundamental harmony.

9. The time in which chorals should he sung- must depend on their character;

thus, a penitential psalm must he sung- slower than a psalm of praise or thanks-

giving-, which admits of a quicker time

10. The reg-istering- of the org-an , in respect to streng-th and weakness, must he

governed hy the nature of the cong-reg'ation . The org-an must never drown the

sing-ing- of the cong-reg-ation: on the contrary, if the words of the hymn should hap-

pen to require it, a verse might he some-times accompanied quite softly .-this is,only

advisahle in the case of well-known tunes; the whole streng-th of the org-an heing-

sometimes required, to direct the cong-reg-ation, in tunes , little known.

11. In order the more easily to teach the cong-reg-ation a new tune,or to lead them

to abandon any acquired inaccuracies , it will he of advantag-e to play the tune in

unison, with the full organ upon the manual and the pedals ,
or even to do so with

the hand upon the manual alone, whilst the pedals play the fundamental hassinshort

notes for example:

(Held.)
/ ^
(ii

= J

\z& 4 i 1 1 I -i g~^
Jii J -9- 1 -f- M>

(A.) <! x *
i

1 r 1

i
fr

i E- -i C
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r^T^

i

OH:
fTT"T

(B.)
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i also thus

With thf fill *rgi tke right hind.

Tbe Irft kaid poi a weaker mainil.

PrdaU.

f

|

ifW
w
If

^

12. It is of course to be understood, that,where there is a choir that sing's

the tune through all the verses of the hymn quite alike, in four parts,the or-

g-anist must not indulge in any deviations or alterations in the harmony. But if the

sing-ing- is not continued strictly in four parts through every verse, an org-anist pro-

ficient in harmony may, being
1

partly g-uided by the subject of the hymn, and for the

sake of producing" some variety, sometimes employ other basses and chords. But h-

must ever keep the main object in view,and he should not be too ready to indulg*e in

bombastic and extraneous harmonious successions, or to display too conspicuously his

scientific skill; but his familiar acquaintance with harmony should only servefbr the

purpose of giving" a nev charm to the often heard and veil knntrn melody, without lo-

sing- anything* of its clearness and g-eneral character, which vould be the case if he

were to select harmonies which are not naturally adapted to the melody. The orgMii

_ist who is impressed with a hig"h sense of the hig'h importance of his call'ng-.will not

, beg'uilty of anything- unbecoming-, but in all his performances will bear in mind that

the art of the org-anist is applied to the most sacred objects, and that the fulfilment

of his official duties should redound to the honour of God and the edification of

thousands in the temple of the Lord.
I

t

Remark. As the hearing- of the same harmony throughout several verses will

lead to monotony, it mig-ht be well, if the entire choir were, in several verses , to

sing- in unison with the cong-reg-ation, and leave the organist at full liberty.

Ul* rtkd l,kowrrrr,oilj to be rmployiu! wkri all other mrtut kaTf failed. In largr rf(ii-rkt ( wk*rr Ilirrr irr alo p
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CHAPTER. II

OF THK INTFRLUDK (ZWISCHfvNSPIEL)

IS. It is' customary for the pause which is made between one line of averse and

the following- line to be occupied by the organist with what is called the interlude. The

choral would undoubtedly acquire more solemnity if the interlude were to be entirely

done away with-,~T~ ,

14. If the interlude has any possible object, it can only be the following--to connect

harmoniously and melodiously the last member of a line with the first member of

the following' one. The organ-player is so to manage the interlude, that it shall

conduct the congregation from the conclusion of the one line to the commencement

of the following one in the most natural manner. Consequently, in the interlude,

no harmonies should be used which do not stand in the closest connection with the

two harmonies of the choral, between which the interlude is to effect a connection.

The interlude must, as it v ere, grow together with the two harmonies,between -which

it is interposed. Therefore it would be highly improper to deviate in the interludes

from the slow pathetic movement of the choral, and to adopt in them a quick move.

.meat. The simpler the interlude is, and the more intimately connected, as well with

respect to melody and harmony as to rhythm, with the choial,the mofe appropriate
will it be .

15. With respect to the time in which the interlude should be played the rule

might be adopted, that no quicker division of time should occur in it than half the

shortest note in the choral, written in crotchets, the shortest notes for the interlude

are semiquavers if the choral is written in minims, they would be quavers.
16. When it was said in the preceding that .the time of the interlude must

be governed by the character of the psalm that is also to be understood as ap_

.plying to the entire arrangement of the melody and harmony of the interlude.

The organist is not, however, to attempt t> express to paint (as it were) what has

been said in the line just finished or about to commence; for example -if the word;.

joy occurs, to introduce frisking passages; at the word sorrowful, to whimper in

semitones; and when thunder is mentioned, to storm away with powerful unisons that

\vhich the organist must endeavour to do, is, to make his entire playing conform.

.able to the leading sentiment which is expressed in the verse or in the psalm.
17. If, upon concluding the interlude, the congregation does not immediately

fall in with the commencing
1 chord of the organist, it is better to dwell upon that chord

until the congregation begins, than without regarding them to proceed farther, or to

lengthen out the interlude by superfluous additions.

18. If the organist keeps invariably to the same length in the interludes, the

congregation will soon get accustomed to come in again at the proper time, or by

keeping the pedals quite silent during the interlude, and introduce them again at

tlie beginning of the next line of the hymn, the congregation would know with

certainty, when to begin.

The Kntflish organists have long- 'been of this opinion, an the interlude between the lines has been discontinued for

n HI \ yarn. KxmnpIcK of it are td^be found in Dr. Blow's Psalmody -- This chapter is retained h, rouse :roM

t the rnnmrks nppl) equally to our interlude between the verses.

M HKKIDKR'S or^n school.



CHAPTKR 3 .

OF THE PRELUDE AND LAST VOLUNTARY

19 . The Prelude must be arranged in accordance with the various* objects to lie

lined; it can serve

1 . As an Introduction to the Church Service, without any hymn immediately following;
2 . As an introduction to, and preparation for, a hymn to follow it;

3 . As an introduction to Church Music .

9o . With regard to the first case , the organist has here an opportunity to gue full scop<

to his instrument and his art, but always regarding the dignity of the subject and the

particular object of the solemnity. The first prelude at all public worship comes un_

der this head; here the organist ought, as the commencement of Divine Service, to hc_

gin with an introduction in character with the object of the festival ,
and then con_

nect with it a suitable transition to the first hymn . The duration of such preludes may

be somewhat longer than that of those which occur in the course of the service as

choral preludes .

Remark1

. Extemporaneous playing is not out of place here; but those *ho have not

that gift at command , had much better choose some good existing works. It

may here be said generally that it is a false notion entertained by some or_

-ganists that every thing they pla\ must be the produce of their own invention,

they should rather endeavour to practice effectively good existing compositions,

of which there are some for all purposes and orcassions, ami in all degrees of

easy and difficult execution; they would thus promote their own improvement
most materially:

l?l . The prelude to any given choral should prepare the congregation for singing

the hymn; it must therefore 1) answer to the character of the hymn; 3) it must determine

nith cert linty the mode in which the choral .melody is; 3) it may also contain intimations

of the melody itself, which is particularly advisable where the melody is not quite knuun,

or where different melodies are used for the same h\ inn .

22. Vofi- to 1) . The organist must use all possible means in order to indicate the

sentiment which the hymn expresses; therefore, besides the ideas which headdress.

_e to the ear, he should also have a suitable combination . of stops. He will con.

- sequent ly, when the hymns express tender emotions, not bur-It ou-t -ri<>jently; and

when the hymns are of a lively character, not melt away in torrowful me _

lodies vtith soft, weak flute -stops .

-'3. tfotetoS). For melodies which are written in the modes of the present

day, no organist is likely to go wrong. Many melodies written in the so -call, d

old modes may, cause great embarrassment to know how to manage the prelude

most suitably in this respect . Melodies in the Dorian and Phrygian, and al"-"

in the mixo- l\dian modes, are especially likely to occassion doubt .

I DEH*. OrM. 8eh.l.



There ;m-, in the Dorian mode, melodies which end with the dominant viz .

Pt 1

for example/'Thro* Adams fafl (N9 6 page l9)"CArisf unser Herr zum Jordan bam". If

the organist were to arrange the prelude in A major, according to our modern

view, that the closing chord should point out the mode, he would be wrong: the

prelude must begin in I) minor, the prelude must also conclude with it .The pre-

ludes to the Phrygian and Hypophrygian melodies must be arranged exactly like

our modern mode of A minor, with the requisite touching upon the mode of C

major, and the conclusion must then modulate <to the commencing chord of the

choral, melodies in this mode often begin with the dominant chord of A minor,
also with the tonic chord of C major or even E minor; thus

f
the melody In deep

distress (X 4 page 19) begins and ends with the dominant chord of A minor,The

conclusion of the prelude beginning in A minor must consequently modulate to the

dominant chord
,
but without making a complete close in E major; the course of

modulation being, for example, as follows:



^ _' I . .Yutrtu.i There i* anuy >f playing the entire melody .f a chord to the I-MM-.M

-t;-tion. which IH called giving out a melody, I'pon one manual H ith particularly pred<>ini.

_nant stops, the choral melody is performed line by line, accompanied by the other hand

and the pedals in a florid style; and between each line of the melody the florid acconi

l>.mimvnt is carried on. in which also the hand that played the melody can join (hut upon

(he other manual which accompanies the melody). The melody may be taken in the so -

-prano, or also in the tenor: indeed, even in the pedals. In order to a satisfactory extern

- poraneous execution of this kind, there is required much practice in harmony and in

composition generally , and likewise a perfect command of the instrument . Of this de-

scription may be had
,
in preference to all others , master -works of Sebastian Bach,then-

are others, less difficult, by Rink,&c.&c. see Mendelssohn* Lohgcsang & Panlus .

V- preludes of such a kind, if they make any pretension to elaborateness, and are not in-

tended to contain simply the melody itself, must have a certain length and breadth;

they should, as brevity is now desired in church service, only be employed for in- I

-dies of moderate length. One part only of the melody, also, may be treated in this

manner, employing perhaps the first two lines, or even only the first line of some
i nutations .

i>5 . AH it is one of the principal objects that the congregation should begin the melody
firmly and truly, the organist must not only conclude in the octave in which the melody
begins, but he will also do well if he joins the commencing note of the melody to the

concluding chord of the prelude in the upper part; for very well-known melodies this is not

so necessary as for those which are less known .

'Jfi . AH that has just now been said applies likewise to the interpr-ludesfinterpra-Indium

which are to connect together two hymns immediately succeeding one another.lt is here good
fur the organist to hold on the concluding chord of the first hymn rather longer than usual,

and even also to let the pedals sound alone (but only for a very short time), during which he

'in make any requisite changes in the registers . Then he goes over, in a suitable manner ,

not too quickly, from the previous key into the mode of the following choral, and introduces

the same according to its character .

$U7. The organist , should guard against making any preludes too long ,
and thus protrart

tin- divine service in an unsuitable manner; still, he must take time to express what is neces .

-sary: to use merely a few transient chords us a prelude, is making it a matterof too lit t le

consequence .

2S . In the prelude to church music which is" to be accompanied by instruments , the organ

_it must keep in view the tuning of the instruments, and not only begin in a key in which the

stringed instruments are to be tuned, but he must modulate in such chords as may fac-ili -

tat- this tuning of the instruments; this is done the best in D , occassionally touching the

chords of 6 and A . If kettle-drums are employed in the band, and these are to be tuned in

some other than the given tones, the organist sho'ild touch that key , and towards the end

return to the key in which th music begins.

_'.'>. Formerly there was a different pitch for the church and chamber . In modern times,

orgms are tuned, as is just and proper, in the chamber pitch now in use . To connect tin-

organ and the orchestra is, however, at all times a troublesome business; for, with the e>n

tintril alteration of the orchestral pitch, which has now no fixed standard at all,and depend -

almost entirely upon the Mill of the manufacturer of the Hind instruments, it cannot besai-l

with any certainty ,
before hand, whether an organ tuned in proper chamber pitch nill, in tin

i curse of some years, agree with the orchestra >r not .

HNk.1 UfcK" < s



30. Of the Postlude (Last Voluntary.)

The last voluntary is introduced in many churches at the conclusion of the whole

service, and Mas possibly adopted for the purpose of drowning; the noise of the congre-

gation leaving the church, the organist is not here trammeled and may" allow himself full

scope, but he should still bear in mind that he is concluding a devotional solemnity . He

can here exhibit the art of the organ-player in its fullest extent, as well in invention

(where he indulges his own fancy) as in the technical management of the giant instrument.

He4 should avail himself of this fine opportunity to give the best music in his power.There

are valuable works enough Mhich can be here made use of: whoever is competent to it,

will find a rich store in Sebastian Bach's works; something more easy of this kind has

been produced by Novello, Rink, not to mention Albrechtsberger, Eberlin, Handel, &e. &e.

OF THE CO-OPERATION OF THE ORGAN IN CHURCH Ml SIC,THE LITCHGY,

INTONATIONS, RESPONSES, ETC .

'

.'U . The organ can be of essential service in church music; it can co-operate as a solo

instrument, and likewise serve to strengthen' others .

.'}!'. When it is employed as a solo obligato instrument, the mode of registering, upon

which here every thing especially depends, will be partly prescribed by the composer or

director, or else it is left to the judgment of the organist . He must, in the latter case, make

himself acquainted with the score of the composition, and will consider the relation in

which the organ solo stands to the whole, in order that he may neither predominate

over every thing else, nor yet be wholly obscured. As he is to play the part which he

has to perform exactly as it is written, there is no difficulty .provided he possesses the

necessary degree of execution .

I\"ote . Joseph Haydn has employed the organ in this manner excellently well in the mass

in E flat (N 12) and in his"Stabat mater'inG minor; also Mozart in the"Laudate".

33 . Provided however, that the organ is not employed as a solo instrument , but is onl\

used for the purpose of adding to the strength, there is often only one bass part given
w ith what are called figures . This marked part is called .

.34. The Thorough Bass part. The numbers marked over these bass notes denote to

the organist the chords which he has to play with the right hand to the bass , which he

his to play upon the pedals, or upon the manual with the left hand. That this figuring

is not to be depended upon, and that an impossibility would be expected of the organist ,

even of the most proficient ( if the organ accompanient is to accomplish its full intcn

lion) is evident .

Si HMEIDKK'., organ Sch.>i,



<js;>. 'I lie org-an is to be considered as an instrument composed of main vindinstrn

ments; it', therefore, the organ is employed in any musical performance of the preseni

da> , vhich is always provided with wind instruments, an accompaniment denoted by such

uncertain marks might very easily spoil the effects of the real wind instruments; it

may likewise injure the entire course of the principal melody. For by the numbers the

chords* indeed are given, but not the place - the octave in which the accompaniment

uould be most appropriate.

86. The accompaniment would be more easily understood , and more correctly

executed by h:n ing- the real notes vritten down.

37. The last named plan would therefore remedy the defect and the inevitable

uncertainty of playing* from so imperfect a system of marking*. Let the notes be

vritten completely out, as they may be desired for strengthening* in this or that place;

for as, according- to the old system, the clever and cautious performer endeavours, b\

drawing* quite weak reg-isters, at least not to spoil anj thing*, the consequence is that

the org*an does not produce any effect ; while, on the other hand, the unskilful and in-

cautious one registers more strongly, and, all at once, finds himself employing* chords

perhaps in quite another and a hig-her re g- ion than the composition is just moving

in, and the effect is spoiled, whilst;on the contrary, with an accurate notation, and by

only employing- the org*an to increase the volume of sound, a considerable effect may

be produced.

88. Of the co-operation of the org*an in the Liturgy, Intonations, Responses, Ar,

it is only necessary to observe this much,- that as the org-an has only, in all these li-

.turgical forms, to support the sing-ing*, it is not to predominate over it, but neverthe-

less not to be so very subdued, that the object of leading* the sing-ing- is lost.

In many Protestant churches , where the clerg-yman c',:ants the collects and the he -

.nediction, this is sometimes done with the org*an accompaniment. As the distance of

the clerg-yrnan from the org-an choir is considerable, the org-anist must listen \<tv

attentively, and give way to the person chanting-; on which account he must so ar-

range the registering- that he can hear the clergyman, and the clergyman can

li-;irthe sound of the organ.

FINIS.
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The universally admitted want of g*ood progressive Pieces for the Org-an.sug-g-estnl

to me the propriety of subjoining* to my "Theoretical & Practical Org*an School "the pre

^nt Collection of TRIOS for the Manuals and Pedals. They are intended to he played

upon two different Claviers in addition to the Pedals; by which method it is hoped that tin-

Student will obtain a complete independent command both of hands and feet.

The g-reater number of the Trios can be played upon one Clavierjthe only exception

being* where the Manuals cross each other: but two Claviers will be found more effective,

on account of the greater variety that can be g*iven in each Clavier by the use of different

Registers,or Stops; as it will be observed that the important or prominent part should lie

sometimes with the rig-lit hand , sometimes with the left, and at others with the Pedals.

Annexed are 12 Varieties of Registering-, to which reference is made at thehegimiing*
of each piece; those marked A being* for the upper part , and those marked B for the

lower. [As some of the stops mentioned by Mr Schneider ( such as the Quintadon,
Salicional & Gemshorn ) are not usual in Kng-lish Instruments , other stops which may be

substituted for them have been pointed out in a parenthesis , for the convenience of

Kng-lish Org*anistsT]

A. or UPPER MANUAL.

V 1 , O
(

n

2, Flute 8ft. (or Dulciana)* S.I|H-*| 4ft. (or Flute.)

3, Gemthorn 8. (or Hautb'.y ) and St..,, D.

4, V" "'<" ( 8*"l> D. & Princ-ipul )& Flute.

b. Viol Hi Oamba(or Dulcinna ) & Sf
.,.

D.

6, D? or Qemthorn (or Hautboy )& Principal.

7, Vuint<t-.ii (or Si-.|i D it Prin.) & Flute.

8, Bon un (or Dulcitina ) or Hohl-Fliite A St
(

, D.

9, Viol di Gamba(..r Dulc ) with Vuit.tiiHon (or Stop D.fcPHn.)

10, Open D. with Vn.nl 8 & 4 for Stop D. & Prine. )

11 , Trumpet & St..|. D. or Trumpet M & 4 (or Cluion.)

1^, Open D. with V"'i H & 4.(or Stop I)
,,

fV,,, & Flute.)

K. or LOWKR MANUAL.

Quintjulon l 8ft.(or Stopped Diap.A Prin.)

Si- |.|*<i I)i|i

Viol Hi (i.nib* (or Dulciuia ) & Flute.

H'M-Flote 8 ft (or I) u I, ,.,., & Flute.)

Open Diap. tniall *cale(or Dulciiuui. )

QuinUHon (or Stop D. A Flute. )

Open l)i.4 ..

Viol Hi OuntM (or Dulc.) with Flute or Stop D.

Hnhl-Flote(or Dulc. Jt Flute )with Bordun 16 ft/or Double Di*|>)

Viol Hi Ounba(or Dulc )A Borriun lft.(-.r Dmible Dinp.)

Op.-n Di*p. with 9uintadn(or St'.p D. at Prin.)

Trumpet ilh Stopped DUp.

In reg-istering* for the Pedals care should be taken so as neither to overpower the

Manuals, nor yet to suffer the Pedals to be too feeble: but where the subject lies in the

Pedals, then that part should of course be made prominent.
The above g-enerul directions for the effective combination of the Stops are chiefly

intended for the g-uidance of young* Performers: the more experienced Org-anist can mo_

dify them according* to the peculiar construction of the Instrument on which he has to

exhibit his skill, or can introduce such other chang-es as may be suggested by his own

fancy, taste and judg-ment.

*
\ full description and .-i,.!., . - r*c* 01 , 1H .
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? 46. Leu-ghetto. Rejr. 1.4.3.
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ORGAN MUSIC (TWO HANDS).

ADAMS, Thomas, Six Organ .Pieces, dedicated to

Thomas, Attwood. In six numbers, Is. 3d. each;
or in one book, 6s.

BACH'S Grand Studies, with pedals obligato, edited by
V. Novello 28s., or 19 Nos. Is. to 2s. 9d. each.

BATES, F. W., Forty-two Psalm Interludes, in the

most usual keys, dedicated to Vincent Novello.

Price Is. 3d.

BEST, W. T. Arrangements from the Scores of the

great masters, with pedals obligato. Price 15s.

BEST, W. T. Fantasia, with pedals obligato. Is. 6d.

n Mozart's Overture to
' Die Zauberflote,' arranged

with pedals obligato. Price 2s.

BEST, W. T. Three Preludes and Fugues, with pedals

obligato.
No. 1, in A minor .. .. Is. 6d.

No. 2, in E flat . . . . . . Is. 6d.

No. 3, in E minor . . . . Is. 6d.

BEXFIELD, W. R., Four Concert Fugues, with pedals

obligato. Price 2s. 6d.

BLACKSHAW'S Introduction and Fugue. Price 6d.

BOYCE'S Cathedral Music, a separate Organ part to the

whole of the three volumes, with the words

throughout ; arranged fromothe score by Vincent
Novello. In two volumes, price 21s. each

SHIPP, Edmund, Introduction and six variation*

upon Handel's " Harmonious Blacl&mith," with

pedals obligato, dedicated to EdwardJohn Hopkins.
Price Is. 9d.

"LOWERS, G. F., Two Preludes and Fugues upon
subjects from Purcell and Blow. Price 3s.

IANDEL'S Choruses, arranged by Vincent Novello.

Jo. 1. Hailstone Chorus .. Israel .. lid.

2. But as for his people . . Israel . . 9d.

3. But the waters overwhelmed Israel . . 6d.

4. Oh, Father! whoslralmighty pow'r Judas Maccabaus 6d.

5. Jehovah .. Belshazzar .. 6d.

6. Of things on earth . . Belshazzar . . 6d.

7. Let none despair . . Hercules . . 6d.

, f As pants the hart )

| In the voice of praise j
Chandos Anthem* 9d.

9. And the children of Israel sighed Israel . . 6d.

10. Hallelujah . .. Judas Maccabceus 6d.
11. Disdainful of danger .. Judas Maccabaus 6d.
12. Your harps and cymbals sound Solomon .. 6d.

JOULE, Benjamin, Arrangement of Handel's " But as

for

and

for his" people," from Israel in Egypt,
manuals and pedals obligato. Price 2s.

MENDELSSOHN BARTHOLDY'S Three Preludes

Fugues, with pedals obligato.

Op. 37. No. 1, in C minor . . . . 16
No. 2, in G major
No. 3, in D minor . . . . 16

MENDELSSOHN, Sleepers wake, from St. Paul, arranged

by W. S. Pratten. Price Is.

-
great is the depth, ditto, by ditto; Price 1 s.

- Lord, thou alone art God, ditto, by ditto. 6d.

- The Night is departing, Chorus from theHymn of
Praise, arranged for Manuals and Pedals obligato

by J. W. Elliott. Price 3s,

MOZART'S Masses, arranged by Vincent Novello :

No. 1. in C
Separate movements :

Kyrie and Gloria . 9d. Credo
Sanctus and Benedictus

Agnus Dei and Dona Nobis

No 2. in C
Separate movements :

Kyrie and Gloria . Is. Credo
Sanctus and Benedictus

Agnus Dei and Dona Nobis

No. 7. in B flat

Separate mmementt ;

Kyrie and Gloria" . Is. 3d. Credo .

Sanctus and Benedictus .

Agnus Dei and Dona Nobis

No. 12. in G
Separate mmementt :

Kyrie Is. . Gloria .

Cum Sancto Spiritu
Credo . Is. 3d. Sanctus and Benedictus

Agnus Dei and Dona Nobis . .

To be continued.
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NOVELLO'S SHORT MELODIES,
(Original and Selected) for the Organ, intended p

cipally for the Soft Slops ; and inscribed to
Venerable Philip Jennings, D.D., Archdeacoi
Norfolk.
In 36 Numbers, In 6 Books, In 1 Volume,
Is. 3d. each. 6s. each. 31s. 6d.

Each Book contains 50 Melodies, from the follow
Authors : Albrechtsberger, Attwood, Ba
Beethoven, Bellini, Bononcini, Battishill, Berj
Boyce, Cramer, Cherubim, Clementi, Coupe:
Cooke, Dr. Croft, Donizetti, Dragonetti, Duss
East, Florimo, Eliza Flower,. Gollmick, Geminu
Gluck, Graun, Goudimel, Greene, Handel, Hay
Herold, Hesse, Hummel, Juvin, Kalkbrenr,

Keeble, Klose, Krufft, Mozart, Mendelssol
Minoia, Neukomm, Novello, Natividad, Onsk
Pinto, Paxton, Purcell, Pleyel, David Per
Paradies, Rousseau, Russell, Rossini, Rombe
Rosa, Russell, Reading, Reinagle, Righini, Seeg
Spohr, Stokes, Schneider, Steibelt, Travers, Tuj
bull, Viner, Webbe, Weber, S. Wesley, Wint
Woelfl, Wranizky.

For contents, n<e Organ Catalogue, page 7.
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SECOND EDITION OP

[AYDN, The heavens qre telling, arranged by Jacob.
Price Is. 3d.

'

Sing the Lord, and The Lord is great, arranged
by B. Jacob. Price Is.

tiLES, A Progressive Introduction to Playing on the

Organ, consisting of Fifty-five Preludes, Fugues,
. Airs, &c., in two, thVee, and four Parts, from the
Works of Dr. Arne, A. W. Bach, Barthelemon,
Dr. Callcott, Cherubini, Clementi, Corelli, Dussek,
Fenoglio, Graun, Dr. Greene, Handel, M. Haydn,
Herz, Keeble, Keisewelter, Max Keller, Knecht,
Lauska, Lawes, Dr. Mendelssohn Bartholdy,
Miiller. Naumann, Novello, Paganini, Pergolesi,
Pinto, Reber, Reissiger, Richardson, Rink, Rous-
seau, Scarlatti, F. Schneider, Steibelt, Weber,
Werner, Winter; to which is added some account
of the Instrument itself; a notice of its various

Stops, and the manner of combining them ; with
Directions and Exercises for the use of the Pedals ;

by John Hiles, Organist of the Music-hall of St.

Julian's Church, and St John's Chapel, and Con-
ductor of the Choral Society, Shrewsbury. 10s.6d.

lort Voluntaries, arranged by J. HILES, Organist of
the Music Hall, of St. Julian's Church, and of
St. John's Church, Shrewsbury ; from the Works
of Abel, Dr. Arne, Beethoven, Cherubini, Clementi,
J. B. Cramer, Defesch, Dussek, Fenoglio, Geissler,
Gluck, Handel, Haydn, Herz, Hesse, Himmel,
Hummel, Keisewelter, Keller, Knecht, Lauska,
Lawes, Long, Mendelssohn, Marcello, Mozart,
Muller, Naumann, Onslow, Paganini, Pinto, Reber,
Reissiger, Rink, Rousseau, Spohr, Weber, and
Winter. In NINE BOOKS, price Is. 3d. each.

ese f'oluntaries occupy only four minutes each in their performance.

DWELL, Henry. Forty-two Psalm Interludes, in the
most usual keys and measures. 2s.

>COB' Voluntaries, from the works of Bach,
"Beethoyep, CalcotJ, Oiari, Crotch, Gluck, Handel,
Haydn Jacob, Kozebach, Leal More'ira? Mozart,
Matlr-

*r " "-,..,, ...

r h
!ej, Novello, Righini. dedicated by permission
fs Grace- the Arch'bishoiJ of CanferhnrvArchbishop of Canterbury ;

IT 1___ \I__ Tl ^ J '

SCHNEIDER'S Complete Theoretical and Practical

ORGAN SCHOOL, Containing Instructions for

playing the Organ, with numerous exercises for

acquiring the use of the Pedals ; translated by
Charles Flaxman, and edited by J. G. Emett.
Price 10s.

SCHNEIDER'S Studies for Pedal Playing, forming
Chapter III. of the Complete Organ School.
Price 4s. 6d.

Chorals, Scales, and Exercises, printed separately
from the Organ School. Price 2s. 3d.

- 48 Trios for Manuals and Pedals Obligato ; form-

ing Complete Exercises for the use of the Pedals.
Price 4s. 3d.

** This last Work is not comprised in the School, to which work it

may be considered as forming a continuation.

SCHNEIDER'S Eleven Chorals, to illustrate page 42 of
the School. Price 6d.

STIRLING'S, Miss, Grand Voluntaries, consisting of

Fantasias, Fugues, Preludes, &c., with Pedal

Obligato. Selected from the Instrumental Com-
positions of the most distinguished Composers of
the Ancient and Modern School.

No. 1. Introduction and Fugue, by MOZART, originally written

NOVELLO'S CATHEDRAL VOLUNTARIES
Consisting of selections from the Works of the Chur

Composers of the English School, comprisii
specimens of the compositions of Aldrich, Ai

wood, Battishill, Beckwith, Bird, Blake, Bio

Boyce, Calcott, Child, Clark, P. Cooke, Creig
ton, Croft, Crotch, Dupuis, Ebdon, Evans, Fa
rant.Galliard, Gibbons, Goldwin, Greene, Haye
Humphreys, Kent, King, Morley, Nares, Patric

Pring, PurceU, Reynolds, Richardson, Rogei
Russell, Stroud, Tallis, Tudway, Travers Ty
Weldon, Wesley (S . and C.) and Worgan ; tl

whole selected or arranged by VINCENT NOVELLO
In 48 Numbers, Or 8 Books", Or 2 Volumes,

Is. each. 5s. each. 20s. each.
For contents, see Organ Catalogue, page 19.

* * At thefoot ofthefirst specimen ofeach composer is attached a she

biographical notice, which will greatly assist those who study the progrc
of the art through the different periods at which each matter wrote.

for an Orchestra,

Society, 1837 -

and first performed by the Philharmonic

Nr. 2. Fantasia, by MOZART - - 1 9
* When these pieces are found too difficult for one performer,

they may be executed by a second player taking the pedal part on the

manual. They may also be performed on the Piano Forte, with the

accompanime.nt ofa Violoncello or Double Bass.
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RINK'S 12 Familiar Preludes Op. 1.

12 Easy Preludes Op. 2.

12 Preludes Op. 25.
12 Adagios Op. 57.
24 Easy Pieces Op. 66.
3 Afterludes Op. 78.

RINK'S Introductory Practice for the Organ, containing
120 Exercises in all the Major and Minor Keys.
Price 10s.

PERGOLESI, Gloria in Excelsis, arranged by Vincent
Novello. Price 6d.

PRATTEN'S Introduction and Fugue, dedicated to

.
W. C. O. Hodges. Price Is.

WEIE'SJ Egerton, Prelude and Fugue in A, dedicated
to his Father ; with Pedals Obligato. Price Is. 6d.

NOVELLO'S SELECT ORGAN PIECES,
Consisting of selections from the Works of Abe

Adams, Albrechtsberger, Andre, Astorga,Attwooc
Bach, Battishill, Beethoven, Biery, Bishop, Boim<
Bononcini, Brownsmith, Cafaro, Casali, Carisai -

Cherubini, Clari, Colona, Corelli, Danby, Di,

Dietenhoffer, Dupuis, Durante, Fasch, F
Flowers, Gibbons, Gluck, Graun, Handel, he.

linger, Haydn (Joseph and Michael), Himme
Horncastle, Hummel, Jomelli, Keeble, Koslovskj
Leo, Lotti, Mozart, Majo, Martini, Mendelssohi
Novello, Neukomm, Palestrina, Perez, Pergoles
Perti, Pescetti, Portogallo, Porto, Quarle, Ricci

Righini, Rink, Russell, Stradella, Sala, Steflan

Spohr, Sarti, Scarlatti, Schicht, Stokes, Voglei
Walmisley, Watts, Webbe, Weber, Wesley, am
Winter, with several adaptations contributed b
eminent Organists. The whole selected, arranged
or composed by VINCENT NOVELLO.
In 108 Numbers, Or 18 Books, Or 3 Volumes,

Is. 3d. each. 6s. each. 1 Us. 6d. each.
For contents, see Organ Catalogue, page 13.

* * At thefoot ofthefirst specimen ofeach composer is attached a shot

biographical notice, which will greatly assist those who study theprogrti
of the art through the different periods at which each master wrote.

ORGAN DUETS (FOUR HANDS).
BACH, The celebrated 48 Preludes and Fugues b'

John Sebastian Bach, arranged by Henri Bertini
In 4 books, 9s. each.

Or in 48 Single Numbers, varying from 9d. to Is. 6d. each.
HANDEL'S Choruses arranged by Vincent Novello.
No. 1 Hailstone Chorus . . . . Israel

2 But as for his people . . . . Israel

3 But the waters overwhelmed . . Israel

4 Oh, Father ! whose almighty pow'r Judas Maccabo: is

5 Jehovah .. . . .. Belshazzar
6 Of things on earth . . . . Belshazzar

Let none despair . . . . Hercules

{As
pants the hart

In th I Chandos Anthems,
Q

| In the voice of praise
9 And the children of Israel sighed Israel

10 Hallelujah .. .. Judas Maccabn:us
1 1 Disdainful of danger . . . . Judas Maocabaus
12 Your harps and cymbals sound Solomon

1 I

1 J

!

!

!

!

I

1 (

HANDEL'S Coronation Anthem (Zadock the Priest),

arranged by F. Bates. 3s.

MENDELSSOHN BARTHOLDY, The whole of the Choruses
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